IPEX continues to innovate, new System 636® fittings for flue gas venting

OAKVILLE, ON – January 10, 2017 – The IPEX Group of Companies, a leading supplier of
thermoplastic piping systems, announced the addition of a 2-½” x 2” appliance adapter and 2-½”
90-degree, long elbow to the System 636 product line. These are welcome extensions to IPEX’s flue
gas venting products. They meet appliance manufacturer specifications, provide an easier transition
from appliances to venting systems, and improve air flow.
Since the inception of System 636, which is certified to the stringent ULC S636 standards, IPEX has
made numerous product line additions and extensions to now offer the most complete product
offering in the market.
Alex Mestres, Chief Executive Officer, IPEX Group of Companies explains how the company continues
to push the boundary of possibilities in thermoplastics, “As more appliance manufacturers include
2-½” venting systems as a viable option, OEMs, distributors and contractors are seeing the benefits
of stocking IPEX’s additional lineup of fittings, designed and manufactured in-house in Canada. We
focus our development efforts on meaningful innovations that deliver on what our customers across
the country need most.”
The one-piece appliance adapter replaces the three-piece transition alternative for upsizing to
2-½”, making it more time and cost-efficient to install. It also features an extended spigot, which
gives adequate clearance from the appliance outlet, for easier installation and joint inspection.
Further, the compact design minimizes the distance from the appliance to the transition.
The 2-½” long elbow fitting is designed for optimal air flow with a reduction in frictional loss. Both
new products are certified for use up to and including 65°C (149°F).

For more information, visit www.ipexna.com. For sales and customer service, please call toll free to
(866) 473-9462.
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